


 

Poetry off the Page and Exploding Poetry 
 
I began my project Poetry off the Page as Resident Poet at Bank 
Street Arts Centre in April 2009. The idea was to explore ways of 
offering an experience of poetry outside books and magazines. I 
wanted to see if people could be given some control of poetry by the 
poet. I wanted to see if “poetry by stealth” could work: in a thought-
out poetry environment can people be introduced to poetry without 
really realising it?  

What I imagined was a situation where the writer sets up textual 
options but doesn't know what the outcomes might be. Then the 
reader or listener comes along finding not an actual poem, but 
things to interact with which contain those options. By interacting, 
the reader discovers some actual poems. I realised that I’d need 
random mechanisms to do this, so neither writer nor reader would 
really what to expect. 

Once you start down this road, an enormous number of possibilities 
present themselves. Many of them turn out to be distractions. So, to 
narrow the work into something coherent, I chose the theme of 
“woman and war”, for three reasons. One: it's a challenge to my 
imagination, because I've no direct experience of war and I'm not a 
woman. Two: I've always been fascinated by war, and yet horrified 
by it. I think of myself as a pacifist. I've never reconciled this 
opposition. So it makes good territory for a poet to wander. Three: 
woman's role in warfare has been just as important as man's, 
though women are only rarely involved in front line combat. For 
reasons which are obvious to anyone who asks, woman's role rarely 
gets the voice that man’s does. So I thought I'd see if I could find 
ways to express at least a little of that hidden voice. 

There were some lesser reasons, too. This theme seemed like a 
good way to build my first pamphlet, perhaps even collection. I 
wanted to experiment with sequences, which this theme readily 
suggests. I also wanted to make poems from other people's 
experiences, as a way of breaking out of what I saw as largely self-
centred, introspective writing I’m prone to. 

I also wanted this work to be collaborative. Whilst I wanted my own 
work to be the keystone, I wanted to involve as many other people 
as practicable. I thought, a little illogically perhaps, that a reader-
based project implied collaboration, and a project about the  





 

collective voice of women couldn't be reasonably accomplished by 
one writer. 

The Arts Council, England, found this set of ideas interesting, and 
gave me a small grant to support the Residency at Bank St. 

After months of writing and exploring and quite a bit of messing 
about, I used a workshop in the Off the Shelf literary festival in 
Sheffield to explore the ideas that seemed to work: an audio project 
with multiple speakers, a digital poem which readers could vary but 
which also wrote itself, a set of poetry dice and poetry objects, a 
game supported by some tools and workshop ideas. 

The workshop was small, but successful. So John Clark, who runs 
Bank Street, offered me a full month's exhibition for February 2010. 
This was Exploding Poetry. It was exploding in two senses: 
examining what poetry is, or might be, and also examining stories of 
women and war through poetry. 

Speakers 
Speakers was a major installation within the exhibition. It had 
evolved into a four channel audio-visual piece. From that came the 
stereo CD version, Speakers2

It is a two-part idea. By using different voices and different texts, 
with many women reading many poems about woman's role in and 
view of war, a collective voice emerges, a voice which nevertheless 
includes contrasts, contradictions, as well as overlapping shades of 
experience. 

. To create it I collaborated with fifty 
other writers, around forty readers, a few actors and Michael 
Harding as composer and sound artist who gave the whole piece its 
remarkable shape. Speakers used approximately 90 texts, 200 
images and two hours of audio and video. All of this to give, in my 
view, a single poem.  

The second part of the idea is that, by using multiple channels which 
each carry separate messages, the listener cannot hear the whole 
piece, so has to make active choices, attending to different 
messages at different times. In this way, the listener constructs their 
own poem out of the many texts being offered. 

  





 

Other installations 
 

Garden of Stones is military slang for “graveyard”. I used it as a line 
in a poem, then as the basis for three digital poems which I 
constructed to map onto each other, so that a reader could select 
words and phrases from each poem to create their own more 
complex poem, or allow a computer to randomise those choices. A 
colleague, Chris Roast, created the javascript engine that enabled 
this. 

Using that same engine I experimented with interactive and 
randomised poems. One creates haiku by choosing lines of 5 and 7 
syllables taken from other poems in my women and war collection 
(which, in Exploding Poetry, had grown to 70 poems, almost the 
collection I’d hoped for). The third uses my sequence of seven 
Letters to the Dead to mix and match lines, again creating new 
poems. All three of these experiments have made interesting work, 
but only the haiku really creates texts that work as complete poems, 
probably because it's so short. There's more potential here. 

Artist Katherine Johnson took the idea of Garden of Stones and 
created a literal collection of stones, across the floor of a room, on 
which the 7000 words of my 70 poems were written in silver. 
Through it people are invited to wander and create their own 
patterns or discoveries in the words on stones. And she took 
phrases from the poems, wrote them on white handkerchieves, 
some of them decorated with her grandmother's lace, and strung 
them as white bunting in shadows across the gallery. They became 
greeting and farewell, the celebration and mourning of warfare, in a 
white space. 

White Space was the physical centre of the exhibition, the various 
spaces between meanings and people, the room for interpretation 
and difference of understanding, in the margins. We placed 
Speakers to one side of the White Space, and also the Garden of 
Stones, but also two other installations: one was the Poetry Lounge, 
which came from the idea of the “poetry environment”, a relaxing 
space but one filled with poetry: in books, on the walls, in objects, in 
games to interact with. Here people stop, think, read and, hopefully, 
write. During the exhibition well over thirty new poems appeared in 
this room and elsewhere, contributed by visitors.  





 

The final room was the Office of the Poet: the idea that the poet 
oversees it all, working away in the background, that poems are 
appearing even in his absence. I conceived this as a room in which 
everything was a poem: the computers on the desks are creating 
poems constantly. The white board is a poem for visitors to 
complete. The pinboard contains notes and reports which are 
versions of poems elsewhere in the exhibition. The wastebin 
contains photos of women prominent in war – but thrown away, 
unrecognised, discarded. There's a draft letter to the dead in the 
typewriter, and drafts of my poems decorate the walls for others to 
annotate with postits – suggestions, comments, improvements, 
corrections, plaudits.  

None of this would have happened without John Clark and Gareth 
Crockett, who run Bank Street, or Ben, Mika and Jen and all the 
other volunteers who blew up balloons and filled them with words, or 
inscribed words on stones, or tore up famous quotations, or tacked 
poems to walls. Both Michael and I depended on our families not 
only for support in all sorts of ways, but also material help in many 
ways, including readings, transport, and practical love. I’m indebted 
to all our readers and writers, but particularly to the efforts of Fay 
Musselwhite, Natasha Williams, Sarah Thomasin and Linda Lee 
Welch, and subsequently to Mary Musselwhite and Alison Fawcett 
for photographs which have helped promote the work. I’ve listed all 
the writers, all the readers and all the volunteers below. If I’ve 
missed anyone, I do apologise to them. 

 
http://noelwilliams.wordpress.com/ 
http://explodingpoetry.wordpress.com/ 
http://poetryoffthepage.wordpress.com/ 

 

Collaborators and Curators: 

John Clark and Ben Womack: http://www.bankstreetarts.com/ 
Michael Harding: composer : http://www.theonlymichael.co.uk/ 
Katherine Johnson: visual artist: 
http://www.axisweb.org/seCVPG.aspx?ArtistID=13629 

http://explodingpoetry.wordpress.com/�
http://poetryoffthepage.wordpress.com/�




 

Volunteers who helped install Exploding Poetry: Sophie Draper, 
Leanne Griffin, Cath Hartnett, Mika Kuromyo, Bethan Marsh, Ellen 
McLeod, Jenn Pears 

Writers contributing to Speakers: Alison Mace, Angelina Ayers, 
Angus Lindsay, Ann Claytor, Brian Wood, Carol Beadle, Carol 
Cooper, Carolin Pellinore, Cathy Bolton, Christine Morrison, Cora 
Greenhill, Daniel Guest, David Brookes, David Farbey, Diana 
Stimely, Elizabeth Cheetham, Emma J Brown, Fay Musselwhite, 
Felicity Skelton, Helen Hill, Ingrid Andrew, Jenny Hockey, Jerome 
Kiel, Joan Hoare, Judy Darley, Judy Worham, Karen, Kerri Buley, 
keyswriter, Kinga Bisits, Kirstie Edwards, Linda Sherlock, Linda Lee 
Welch, Liz Loxley, Maggie Butt, Maureen Weldon, Maureen 
Coppack, Nick Howard, Nikki Green, Nuala Ni Chonchuir, Ravenhill, 
River Wolton, Robert Walton, Ryan Finnegan, Sarah Thomasin, 
Simon Currie, Sue Bodnar, Susan Clegg, Wally Smith, writelane, 
ZennaB 

Readers contributing to Speakers: Andrea Ashworth, Angie 
Lauener, Anne Florence Dujardin, Ashley Uruchurtu, Barbara 
Vesey, Bev Bevan, Bryony Doran, Chella (Michelle) Quint, Claire 
Lockwood, Cora Greenhill, Diana Stimely, Diane Davies, Elizabeth 
Harding, Elizabeth Uruchurtu, Fay Musselwhite, Felicity Skelton, 
Hazel Jones, Hilary Cunliffe Charlesworth, Ione Mako, Jill McKenna, 
Katherine Venn, Kathy Doherty, Kay Burnett, Kelly Watson, Kerry 
McSeveney, Kim Hall, Kirstie Edwards, Kirsty Chestnutt, Laura 
Davis, Laura Wake, Linda Lee Welch, Lisa Wallace, Natasha 
Williams, Rosa Fernandez, Ruth Lauener, Sally Clarke, Sarah 
Faust, Sarah Thomasin, Shan Morley Jones, Shirley Lindley, Sue 
Beckingham, Sue Cooper, Tricia Durdey, Victoria 
Edwards, Vivienne Andrews 

Writers contributing to the Poetry Lounge installation: Anon 
(several contributions), Ben Ashwell, Carol R Cooper, Cathy 
Grindrod, Chris, Cora Greenhill, David Farbey, Fay Musselwhite, 
Fiona, Irene, Jaingee, James Caruth, Jenny Heap, Joan Roberts, 
John Turner, Jonathan Davidson, Kathryn Daszkiewicz, Leah Niamh 
Robinson, Louise Wilford, Maggie Butt, Margaret Lewis, Mark 
Doyle, Mark Goodwin, Martyn Crucefix, Maureen Weldon, Michael 
Egan, Mila, Nick Howard, Pat Atkins, Patrick Amber, Pippa Little, 
River Wolton, Ryan Finnigan, Simon, Simone Abram, Steve 
Earnshaw, Steven, Suzanne McArdle, Valerie Jack, Victoria 
Edwards, Wendy Klein, Yasamin Motamedi 



 

Credits for the works that make up Speakers2, on this CD. 

Title or first line Writer Reader 

We have come here to write Liz Loxley Liz Loxley 

I will be a clean white gate  Noel Williams Rosa Fernandez 

My grandma told me Carolin Pellinore Victoria Edwards 

We wash them in dust Cathy Bolton Hazel Jones 

A snakeline of soldiers Nuala Ni Chonchuir Laura Wake 

On leaving Belsen Liz Loxley Shan Morley Jones 

She leans at the door Noel Williams Tricia Durdey 

She counts today’s eggs Noel Williams Lisa Wallace 

She shovels earth Noel Williams Kelly Watson 

He had a bad head wound Susan Clegg Claire Lockwood 

A Kodak brownie catches us Joan Hoare Kay Burnett 

In this field of crosses Noel Williams Laura Wake 

My mum worked at Hadfields Carol Cooper Angie Launer 

They gave them lipsticks Helen Hill Felicity Skelton 

Ease the burden Maureen Coppack Elizabeth Harding 

Political decisions Kirstie Edwards Kirstie Edwards 

Come to me now Noel Williams Michelle Quint 

Our shore is lost Angelina Ayers Linda Lee Welch 

Outside intensive care Judy Worham Sue Beckingham 

Your Nieuport Noel Williams Bryony Doran 

Here we stand Kerrie Buley Hilary Cunliffe 
Charlesworth 

I think of the child Noel Williams Sarah Thomasin 

She sewed my father in Diana Stimely Diana Stimely 



 

It is not the words of the guns Noel Williams Natasha Williams 

Kate Adie sightings Fay Musselwhite Linda Lee Welch 

I was going to hit her Sue Bodnar Lisa Wallace 

Bastards Judy Worham Susan Clegg 

Looking at my family  Jenny Hockey Shirley Lindley 

The houses are smears Noel Williams Natasha Williams 

In wartime women turn to red Maggie Butt Felicity Skelton 

Spraying the trays Cora Greenhill Cora Greenhill 

Grass squeaks  Elizabeth Cheetham Jill McKenna 

I know what war is Noel Williams Sarah Thomasin 

Mama started stocking up Linda Lee Welch Michelle Quint 

Every fifth round Noel Williams Ione Mako 

Then the end of the war Maureen Weldon Katherine Venn 

Extracts from Doodlebug, I 
kiss your hands, and I know 
what war is 

 

Felicity Skelton, 
Noel Williams 

Anne Florence 
Dujardin, Sarah 
Thomasin, Claire 
Lockwood, Ashley 
Uruchurtu, 
Elizabeth 
Uruchurtu 
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